


Introduction for chairs and small reception



The response of secondary chemical species to COVID-19 related emission distrubances

Guy Brasseur

Non-CO2 Forcers and Their Climate, Weather, Air Quality and Health Impacts – New Project FOCI

Tomas Halenka

Introduction to the AQ-WATCH project and its multi-model air quality forecast system 

Cathy Wing Yi Li

A comparison of the PurpleAir PA-II sensor to both regulatory particulate matter monitors and meteorological

instrumentation in Asheville, North Carolina

Evan Couzo

The Korean Integrated Model (KIM) coupled with atmospheric chemistry model: plans and preliminary results

Shin-Young Park

Changes of social contacts due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the dependence on weather parameters

Lisa Schielicke

Introduction

Co-produced storylines of climate hazard uncertainty for the heritage sector 

Christopher Goddard

Storylines of future climate extremes in Switzerland

Kathrin Wehrli

Building storylines for wind resources: our experience with users

Ana Lopez



A climate storyline approach to inform private sector decisions on cross-border climate risks:A case study of the chocolate

industry in Europe

Ertug Ercin

Storylines: A severe rainfall-landslide event in Past, Present & Future climate scenarios

Aditya Narayan Mishra

Lessons learned roundtable



High resolution hybrid forecast based on the combination of satellite and an All Sky Imager (ASI) network forecasts

Jorge Lezaca

Pareto optical flow solutions for ensemble, satellite-based forecasts of irradiance and PV 

Garrett Good

Using Satellite Information to Evaluate Cloud Forecast from WRF-Solar EPS 

Manajit Sengupta

On hand available predictors for operational satellite-based forecast

Sylvain Cros

Comparison of irradiance forecasts from operational NWP model and satellite-based estimates over Fennoscandia

Viivi Kallio-Myers

Follow the sun? The effects of national solar capacity targets on renewable generation and security of supply

Berit Czock

Worldwide solar radiation benchmark of modelled surface irradiance

Anne Forstinger

End-to-end learning of representative PV capacity factors from aggregated PV feed-ins

Matthias Zech

Cloud Shadows in Satellite-Based Solar irradiance Estimation: Improved Correction using EUMETSAT’s Cloud Top Height Data

Arindam Roy

Characterizing and correcting Heliosat Surface Solar Radiation bias on intra-day time scales with deep neural networks

Alberto Carpentieri

Irradiance and cloud optical properties from photovoltaic power data under variable atmospheric conditions

James Barry



Solar resource mapping in Norway

Andreas Dobler

Influence of aerosols on photovoltaic power in Ghana: Case study from Koforidua

Stefanie Meilinger

Solar Power Nowcasting in the Presence of Sahara dust: Can Deep Learning based on Satellite and Synthetic Production Data

Recognize the Production-Offsets?

Petrina Papazek

Benefits of Doppler wind lidars to improve short-term low-level wind forecasts

Tatiana Nomokonova

Probabilistic forecasting of the aggregated Finnish wind energy based on the MetCoOp ensemble prediction system (MEPS)

Evgeny Atlaskin

Decentralized forecasting of wind energy generation with an adaptive machine learning approach to support ancillary grid

services

Gregor Schürmann

Study of the interaction of atmospheric wakes from several offshore wind farms as observed by Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) system

Bughsin' Djath

Influence of offshore wind farms on the latent heat flux in the marine boundary layer

Andreas Platis

Assessment of atmospheric stability measurements from microwave radiometer observations for wind energy applications

Domenico Cimini

Dunkelflauten in Germany: Climatology and Relation to Weather Regimes

Fabian Mockert

The place beyond the lines - Efficient storage allocation in a spatially unbalanced power system with a high share of

renewables

Berit Czock



Sizing of generation and storage capacities for tidal stream energy systems in view of the temporal pattern of tidal stream

power  

Hans Georg Beyer

Creating and validating high-resolution wind atlases

Rogier Floors

Evaluation of machine-learning-based solar PV and wind power regional models for Spain

Guadalupe Sánchez-Hernández
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Ground-based remote sensing operations and synergy

DWD Pilotstation – Evaluating ground-based remote sensing systems for future observing networks

Christine Knist

EUMETNET's E-PROFILE network for thermodynamic profiling and the detection of airborne hazards

Alexander Haefele

Long-term ceilometer/wind-lidar observations of aerosol-layer depth in the Arctic

Sven-Erik Gryning

Deriving 3D wind fields in the Paris urban atmosphere from scanning Doppler lidar observations

Simone Kotthaus

Observation of turbulence profiles with lidar synergy

Diego Lange Vega

Experiments and networks

LIAISE campaign: Measuring and Modelling Evapotranspiration over Irrigated Terrain in a Semi-Arid Environment

Oscar Hartogensis

Urban meteorological networks in Europe: A review

Jelena Dunjic

The morphology of convective cold pools in a dense station network during FESSTVaL

Bastian Kirsch

High-resolution observation of extreme winds at the Sub-Mesoscale with Doppler wind lidars during FESSTVaL

Julian Steinheuer



Vertical velocity variance and its dependency on meteorological parameters in the convective boundary layer

Noviana Dewani

Autonomous Monitoring of Soil Moisture & Snow Water Equivalent with Stationary and Mobile Cosmic-Ray Neutron Sensors

Martin Schrön

The Unmanned Multipurpose Airborne Sensor Carrier MASC-V for Offshore Wind Energy Research

Ines Weber

Instruments and algorithms

Towards spatio-temporal turbulence measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer with a fleet of UAS

Norman Wildmann

Validation of Doppler wind LiDARs of the German Weather Service (DWD) using small unmanned aerial systems ( UAS )

Jakob Boventer

Characterizing the influence of obstacles on scanning microwave profilers

Tobias Böck

Measuring Hailstone Trajectories with the HailSonde

Joshua Soderholm

Towards the combination of in-situ and satellite-based solar radiation data in near-realtime – the project DUETT at DWD

Anna Klameth

Poster Pitches

Intsrumental developments

A Doppler Lidar technique for monitoring the „whole“ boundary layer

Hans-Juergen Kirtzel

Latest developments on Vaisala broadband DIAL with examples

Minttu Tuononen



Validation of the New Version of the WindCube Scan Lidar

Cristina Benzo

Quantifying biases in open-path eddy covariance CO2 flux measurements caused by spectroscopic effects in broadband non-

dispersive infrared gas analyzers

Ivan Bogoev

Introducing Mobile Micrometeorological Carts (MMCs) for urban and non-urban micrometeorological measurements

Dragan Milošević ć Š ć ć



Atmospheric Dynamics and Extreme Events across Climate Zones

Dynamics of dry intrusion air streams and their relevance for extreme weather

Shira Raveh-Rubin

a) Midlatitudes

The role of Rossby wave breaking for extreme and annual mean precipitation in (semi)arid regions

Andries Jan De Vries

A storm-track connection between North American cold extremes and European wet/windy extremes

Jacopo Riboldi

Moisture origin of the extreme precipitation event in Western Europe in July 2021

Imme Benedict

b) Tropics

Unraveling cross-equatorial dry intrusion influence on Indian summer monsoon rainfall

Deepika Rai

Mechanisms & Processes

Sub-seasonal prediction of the year-round Atlantic-European weather regimes

Marisol Osman

The role of warm conveyor belts for the sub-seasonal prediction of blocked weather regimes

Jan Wandel

Predictability of the North Atlantic European region and the role of Indian Ocean during early winter

Muhammad Adnan Abid

Which Sudden Stratospheric  Warming Events are Most Predictable?

Chaim Garfinkel



Predictability & Methods

Seasonal Forecasts of Winter Temperature Improved by Higher-Order Modes of Mean Sea Level Pressure Variability in the North

Atlantic Sector

Clementine Dalelane

Identifying relevant large-scale predictors for sub-seasonal precipitation forecast using explainable neural networks

Niclas Rieger

Ensemble forecast of an index of the Madden Julian Oscillation using a stochastic weather generator based on analogs of  Z500

Meriem Krouma

Characterizing Optimal Atlantic-European Blocking Precursors Using a Linear Inverse Model 

Maria Madsen

The Intricacies of Identifying Equatorial Waves

Peter Knippertz

Ž

c) Arctic

Local versus remote origin of wintertime extreme surface energy budget anomalies in the Arctic

Lukas Papritz

Impact of low ice area in Arctic on atmospheric circulation and climate extremes in mid to high latitudes of the Northern

Hemisphere

ę Joanna Wibig

Stratospheric Modulation of Arctic Oscillation Extremes as Represented by Extended-Range Ensemble Forecasts

Jonas Spaeth

d) Event attribution

Extreme event attribution at Deutscher Wetterdienst - status and plans

Philip Lorenz

Dynamics of the Jet, Rossby Waves, and Blocking

The Importance of Anticyclonic Transient Eddies for Atmospheric Block Persistence

Charlie Suitters



Dynamics of blocked weather regimes in the Atlantic-European region: a combined PV and local wave activity approach

Franziska Teubler

A process-based understanding of Greenland Blocking regime life cycle dynamics in ERA-5 reanalysis from a potential vorticity

perspective 

Seraphine Hauser

Disentangling diabatic and adiabatic drivers during the life cycle of a jet streak from a Lagrangian PV-gradient perspective

Mona Bukenberger

Nonadiabatic and nonquasigeostrophic sources of upper tropospheric Rossby wave activity

Hung-I Lee

Kinematic processes contributing to the intensification of anomalously-strong North Atlantic jets

Andrew Winters

Predictability and Numerical Modelling



The transition from practical to intrinsic predictability of midlatitude weather

Tobias Selz

Predictability of midlatitude Rossby wave packets and their underlying dynamics

Isabelle Prestel-Kupferer

The role of warm conveyor belts for medium-range forecast error growth

Moritz Pickl

Impact of combined uncertainties on convective precipitation during different synoptic control

Takumi Matsunobu

A two-scale model for the meso- and synoptic scales

Mirjam Hirt

Impacts of the coupling of the wave and the ocean model to the atmospheric model on the predictability of extreme events

Anne Wiese

Temperature Extremes

How warm conveyor belt activity across the North Pacific influenced the predictability of the North American heat wave 2021

Annika Oertel

The role of transient eddies and diabatic heating in the maintenance of European heat waves: a nonlinear quasi-stationary wave

perspective

Qiyun Ma

Air-sea interactions and diabatic processes in the Gulf Stream region and their role in the life-cycle of a blocking anticyclone: a

case study of European Blocking in Feb 2019.

Marta Wenta

European heatwaves in present and future climate simulations: A Lagrangian analysis

Lisa Schielicke



Lagrangian characterization of heat waves by Eulerian tracer advection with relaxation

Amelie Mayer

A global comparison of heatwave magnitude indices using ERA5 reanalysis data

Emmanuele Russo

Investigation of the vertical structure of the lower atmosphere during heat wave conditions

Till Fohrmann

Quantifying the physical processes leading to atmospheric hot extremes at a global scale

Matthias Röthlisberger

An upper bound for extreme temperatures over midlatitude land

Yi Zhang

S2D and Climate Change

Interannual vs Decadal Impacts of Pacific Variability

Melissa Seabrook

How is the extratropical circulation affected by reduced Atlantic and Pacific land-sea thermal contrast?

Alice Portal

Climate change-induced jet variability over the North Atlantic: Trends and drivers

Alejandro Hermoso

Latent Dirichlet Allocation: a new machine learning tool to evaluate CMIP6 climate models atmospheric circulation

Nemo Malhomme

The relationship between precipitation and extra-tropical cyclone intensity in different idealised climates

Victoria Sinclair


